
Hanging lamp BETA WHITE / GOLD 1xE27 45cm

Categories: NOVELTIES INDOOR LIGHTING \ SUSPENDED LAMPS ;

www.eko-light.com

Bar code
5902693779742
Symbol
MLP7974

Base unit
pcs
VAT
23%

SIGNS

LOGISTICS

https://b2b.eko-light.com/en/novelties
https://b2b.eko-light.com/en/indoor-lighting
https://b2b.eko-light.com/en/suspended-lamps
https://b2b.eko-light.com/


+3

Width: 450mm

Depth: 450mm

Adjustable height: 350-900mm

Height of the shade: 230mm

SHADE WIDTH (mm): 450mm

Power: 1xE27

Source of light: NOT

Replaceable source of light: Yes

CHARACTERISTICS
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https://b2b.eko-light.com/en/p?filtry=01-szerokosc[450mm]
https://b2b.eko-light.com/en/p?filtry=02-glebokosc[450mm]
https://b2b.eko-light.com/en/p?filtry=03a-wysokosc-regul[350-900mm]
https://b2b.eko-light.com/en/p?filtry=03b-wysokosc-klosza[230mm]
https://b2b.eko-light.com/en/p?filtry=03c-szerokosc-klosza[450mm]
https://b2b.eko-light.com/en/p?filtry=04-moc[1xe27]
https://b2b.eko-light.com/en/p?filtry=06-zrodlo-swiatla[nie]
https://b2b.eko-light.com/en/p?filtry=27-wymienne-zr-sw[yes]


Voltage: ~ 230v / 50Hz

THREAD: E27

Ingress Protection (IP): IP20

NUMBER OF LIGHTING POINTS: 1

Color: WHITE / GOLD

Made of: Metal

Net weight: 1.54kg

Gross weight: 1.95kg

Width of packaging: 52

Depth of packaging: 52

Height of packaging: 24

Quantity in set: 1

PACKAGE CATEGORY: CARDBOARD

CATEGORY IN THE PACKAGE: CARTON + FOIL

Producer: Eco-Light

Brand: Milagro

Collection of BETA lamps - a timeless solution  
Following the fashion, in the case of BETA lamps, the manufacturer MiLAGRO offers you a perfect
complement to both modern and classic interior. Metal lampshades, which are characterized by a very
minimalist design, will also be a perfect complement to loft arrangements, composed in the manner of
industrial buildings. 
Their timelessness results from the simple structure and universal character. They can be a long-term
decoration of traditional apartment living rooms and kitchen islands in industrial interiors. By choosing
lamps in the style of modern classics, the space in which they will be located will impress not only today,
but also in 5 or 10 years. 
The black and gold colors of these models provide additional aesthetic value and give the interior a touch
of elegance.  
Thanks to the light distribution downwards, a unique atmosphere is achieved. The height of the lamp can
be adjusted according to individual needs, so it can be adapted to various types of rooms.  
The lamps of this family are equipped with an E27 socket bulb.  

The collection includes:  
• Hanging lamp BETA MLP7974, MLP7973  
• Hanging lamp BETA MLP7897, MLP7896

DESCRIPTION
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